
STEVE NAVE BIOGRAPHY

Steve Nave has been casting feature films,
television shows, commercials, web series,
music videos for the past 30 years.  To
date he has cast 48 films, 60-plus television
shows, and over 70 commercials.  From his
earliest days in casting Steve has worked
with stars like Charlton Heston, Gregory
Peck, Jimmy Stewart, Doris Day and the
legendary Elton John.  Having worked with
many talents in show business, he has
developed many strong personal relations
and industry contacts. 

Film genres he has casted include action-
adventure, comedy, western, faith-based
and family films.  Films like Chinaman's

Chance, which sheds light on an American story, included over 30 stars with
international appeal in many major markets.  Another film that he casted and is
currently shooting, called "Unbelievable!!!!!!" (yes the number of exclamation is
correct), is a comedy with over 35 stars and well-known characters from all the
different eras of the Star Trek franchise.  The Long Ride Home, a faith-based
western with international stars, is a story that the whole family can watch and
enjoy.

The same holds true for his television casting.  He has casted for every genre,
such as dramas, comedies, fantasies, talk shows (for example, Dr. David Viscott,
a show that was one of the first to talk about the then unknown Aids epidemic),
as well as game shows (one of the best known would be the hit series
"Hollywood Squares").  For the pilot of that show he casted some of the biggest
stars to be found, including Michael Douglas (one of the top three movie stars on
the planet at that time), Bill Cosby (star of the very popular Cosby show).  The
then president of the United States, Bill Clinton, wished us a successful run of
the show on camera because of those stars and many others.  We were able to
sell the show for 3 years in advance - a feat yet to be duplicated.

He is always looking for new opportunities, and challenges that will entertain,
inspire, and enlighten viewers all over the world.


